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AND MEANS FOR D A ~ ~ ~ I N ~  ~ W ~ A ~ I ~ ~  

Manfred E, Kuehler, Huntsville, Ala., assignor to the 
United States of America as represented by the Admin- 
istrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin- 

IN A SAI'ELLZTE 

t*ation 
Piled h n e  12, 1962, %r. No. 202,030 

6 Claims. (el. 343-705) 

The invention described herein may 6e manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates to a method and means of reduc- 
ing or damping undesirab!e motions in free bodies. 

More specifically, the invention contemplates the pro- 
vision of a flexible turnstile-type antenna system for use 
in a spin-oriented satellite, the antenca mass extension 
serving to despin the satellite and the flexibility of the an- 
tenna being employed to damp satellite nutation after in- 
jection into orbit. As used herein, nutation encompasses 
torque-free body motion induced by initial conditions. 

In the very recent past years, the utilization of satellites 
and space-probes has accelerated quite rapidly, with a con- 
sequent and unpropoitional increase in the jobs to which 
such bodies are assigned and to the conditions under 
which such assignments are carried out. As a conse- 
quence, the bodies themselves have had to be made lighter 
and more rugged, while the components of which they are 
comprised have become more and more sophisticated, 
one component often requiring a plural utility. Thus 
thesc components have had to lbe fitted within smaller 

satellite even after separation. While the satellite is prhit- 
ing it may be struck by small meteoroids the impact OF 
which might raise the energy level of the system 3s de- 
scribed above and cause nutation. Another possible 

5 source of change in energy level is the force produced 
when the satellite is separated from the last stage. The 
causes and effects of nutation are well understood in the 
art as is the desirability of damping out such a movcmcnt. 

The frequcncy of nutation with respect to a fixed axis is: 
10 

where: 
I,/I,=ratio of moments of inertia about the axis of 

W,=angular velocity about the spin axis 
The angle of nutation with respect to a fixed axis is: 

1s movement 

20 

where: 
I=angle of nutation 

25 AE/E,=ratio of the change in kifietic energy of rotation 
to the kinetic energy of rotation at true spin 

Z,/Z,=ratio of moments of inertia about the axis of move- 
ment 
In the highly complicated probes in use now and to be 

used in the future, uitli their myriad working parts and 
components and requirements for stability and precise 
positioning in relation to other objects, nutational motion 

30 

confines,' be capable of a number of "jobs," yet 
still be able to withstand the terrific forces to which they 3.j assigned mission. 
are subject. 

powerful boosters and 
rockets, and consequently sophisticated, yet 
nlore cumbersome final 'Gpackages,,t colltrol and stabilizz- 
tion of the bodies has become 
Such criticality is, of course, manifest in such fields as 
orientation of the body to permit 
efficiently for picture and/or television acquisition and 
transmission, telemetry acquistiion and transmission, as 
well as a 
merits where orientation at a given time is of prim3ry im- 
~ r t a n c e  either in acquiring or transmitting the informa- 

usable data. 

is obviously not only undesirable, but can (be fatal to the 
Thus, it is of utmost and critical im- 

portance that this undesirable motion be eliminated. Yet 
it is also of utmost importance that the means by which 
this objective is achieved be as economical and as light 
as possible, take up an absolute minimum of space in such 

critical. 40 a manner that it does not interfere with other components 
or  their functions, and concomitantly attain the highest 
degree of reliability and control accuracy of which it can 
be capab1e. 

It is this undesirable nutational motion which this in- 
board" systems and Fxperi- 45 vention is designed to meet, and it does so in a highly 

simple and reliable manner with an accurate and rugged 
construction which meets all of the criteria set forth above 

Among prior art methods for overcoming nutation, the 
Such stabilization relative to a particular axis of the 50 primary interest has been devoted to damping such motion 

ods employed include energy dissipating mechanical 
use a spring or wire on which is nlounteLl 

an inertia mzmber, a vibratory motion being impartrd 

With the advent of the 

and 

=Ils  to 

of other 

tion or in permitting of such information to  in a and manner. 

body is generally obtained by spinning it around that axis. in gyroscopes. In such environment, the two basic Ineih- 
Absent outside forces such an imparted motion is effec- 
tive to generally align one of the body axes in a particular 
direction and to Prevent the body from (that is. 55 thereto on gyro nutational nlc:ion, this of the 

inertia member and hire (or spring) callsing the diasipa- end Over end)* As long as that axis is 
in the chosen direction there is said to be true spin and tion of Some of the mechanical energy, thus d3mping the 
the kinetic energy of rotation (E) of the body is equal It is also kilolvn to a ball inertia ele- 

Some other axis will cause an imbalance between E and E, ride up th,n side of the ball hou5ing and osc;llate at  ap 

cal displacement of the spin axis from the chosen position. ing out the motion. 
This movement, known as nutation, Will continue until mercury as a dafnpener have been ,:tilized. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
enough added to Or from the system 65 each of the abovc cnumeraled, as well as all other known 
to again bring E and E, into balance. damping means. are subject to a basic and inherefit dis- 

The change in energy level can Occur in any of several advantage in that they all entail additional weight and 
ways. For example, while the satellite remains connected volume and are uc?ble only for one specific function, as 
to the last stage, a flexing of internal parts or friction in well as requiriag additional mechanical systcms stjbject 
b=iWs Will consume mechanical energy. This lowers 70 to malfunction, These disadvantages becoine absolutely 
the energy level of the body such that E and E, become objectionable and fatal when applied in a satellite environ- 
unbalanced commencing nutation which continues in the ment as discussed above. 

to the kinetic energy Of rotation at true spin (E,). ment within a housing in the gyro housing so that the gyro 
addition Or subtraction Of energy from the body about 60 nutation is transmitled to the ball, causing the ball to 

and, depending on the shape Of the body, result in a CYCIi- equal and opposite frequency to the nutation, thus  damp- 

An 

addition, 
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According to the present invention, the foregoing and 
othcr disadvantages are obviated by employing a satellite 
antenna system as the nutation damping means without 
adding in any respect to the weight, size, volume or com- 
plexity of the system. This is accomplished very simply 
by utilizing an unwinding, flexible antenna having the 
desired electrical characteristics and a high hysteresis. 
Nutational motion of the body will cause the unwound 
or extended wires to oxillate, the wires thus dissipating 
energy. Such dissipation will act to damp out both the 
nutation as well as the wire oscillation. This energy dis- 
sipation rate can be increased by additional means such 
as the addition of tip weights on the antenna wires with- 
out any basic increase in weight. Thus, it is apparent 
inat a highly efficient, simple, inexpensive and dependable 
means has been devised for correcting nutation in satel- 
lites without additional weight or volume increase, o r  
Tomplicating mechanical systems. 

Other objects and many attendant advantages will be 
apparent from the following detailed description when 
taken together with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIGURE 1 is a general perspective view of a satel- 
lite embodying the present invention, with portions there- 
of broken away; 

FIGURE 2 is a detail plan view, in section, of the satei- 
lite of FIGURE 1 taken along the equatorial plar,e; 

FIGURE 3 is a detail side elevational view of t'ie de- 
vice of FIGURE 2 taken on line 111-111 thereof. 

Referring first to FIGURE 1, there is shown a satel- 
lite body, indicated generally by the numeral 10. The 
body includes a shroud 12, and is shown with the last 

4 still attached thereto. . As seen, stage 14 has a 
conventional rocket motQr 16, and is separable from the 
satellite body PO at jointure 18 by any conventional 
means (not shown) such as detonatable parts, springs, 
ete. FIGURE 1 indicates the antenna system generally 
by the reference humeral 20, which antenna system is 
positioned on cylindrical positioning means 22, this means 
being secured within, and forming an integral part of 
the satetlite body 10 and concentric with the satellite spin 
axis. Structural members 24 extend between positioning 
means 22 and the satellite cover. 

Referring now to FIGURE 2, wherein is shown a detail 
cross-sectional view of the satellite of FIGURE 1 em- 
bodying the present invention, the section being taken 
generally along the equatorial plane of the satellite, refer- 
ence also being had to FIGURE 3 for clarity, which fig- 
ure is a detail cross-sectional view of the satellite of FIG- 
URE 1 taken on a plane passing through the poles. Four 
wires 26 of equal Tength (the length used to date has been 
12 feet so as to obtain a Vi wave length characteristic) 
we wound on a common spool or ring 28, which is ro- 
tatably supported on positioning means 22 through mount- 
ing ring 28 by six ball bearing assemblies 30 comprising 
three sets of two, symmetrically located and inclined at 
45" to the satellite spin axis on mounting ring 32 as best 
seen in FIGURES 2 and 3 (only one bearing being visible 
in FIGURE 2, the other two sets being positioned in the 
omitted portion of the drawing). Extending around spool 
28 in vertically spaced relationship are grooves 34, as 
best seen in FIGURE 3, one groove being provided for 
each antenna wire 26. As shown most clearly in FIG- 
URE 3, the grooves 34 provide only a minimum clear- 
ance for antenna wires 26 so that each wire is wound in 
its respective groove in a spiral. Rigidly attached to 
spool 28 and extending therearound is a ring gear 36 hav- 
ing teeth 38 oriented toward the outboard side of the satel- 
lite. In operative engagement with ring gear 36 through 
gear teeth 38 is worm gear 40 (illustrated in the cutaway 
view of FIGURE 1) having a housing 42 to prevent con- 
tamination and provide lubrication in a known manner, 
the housing being fixedly secured to mounting ring 32 in 
any convenient manner as by screws 44 through housing 
cover 42. Worm gear 40 is driven electrically through 
reduction gear train 46 (only the housing of which is 

4 
of motor 48, the gear train 35-40-46 is caused to op- 
erate, which results in the desired rotational motion or 
torque of spool 28, which in turn results in winding or 
unwinding of the antenna wires 26 thereon. 

When satellite spin begins prior to launching, a small 
negative (winding-in) torque is provided by release mo- 
tor 48 to insure that antenna wires 26 do not creep 
out and strike the shroud of the carrier vehicle under 
the effects of spin and vibration. Under this small nega- 
tive torque, spool 28 is blocked from turning by small 
weights 50 on the antenna tips which cannot enter the 
wire passages of guide tube 52. 

From spool 28, the antenna wires 26 extend outwardly 
and pass around guidespool 54 (FIGURE 3 ) ,  which is 

15 rotatably mounted on structural channel member 24 and 
is covered by antenna guide covers 56 and 58 which 
prevent accidental entry of foreign objects. After pass- 
ing around guidespool 54, the antenna wire enters guide 
tube 52. This tube forms a guide passage as well as 

20 a structural reinforcement between the central portion 
of the satellite body and mounting ring 32 and shroud 
12, and comprises an inner end 60 having flange 62 in 
abutment with guide cover 58 and an outer end 64 
provided with flange 66 which is secured to the  inside of 

On thz extreme outer end OF guide tube 
52 and in abutment therewith is positione1 washer 68 
which is secured to the outside of shroud 12. The tube 
is formed as a shell 70 having a smooth > m e r  surface 
42 throughout substantially its entire length. 

Positioned within guide tube 52 is damping tube 74 
which is slidabl y, telescopically received within the guide 
tube and is substantially the same length as the guide 
tube. 

On reaching the desired orbit or other trajectory de- 
35 sired, the final stage 14 is separated by any known means, 

during which time the small negative torque transmitted 
to anienna spool 28 by release motor 48 is maintained 
for a sufficiently long period to permit adequate separa- 
tion of the satellite body 10 and last stage 14 to in- 

40 sure that the antenna wires 26 will clear stage 14 dur- 
ing the unwinding period. At the appropriate time, a 
timer (not shown) operates switching device 7C (FIG. 
2) which in turn reverses motor 48, releasing th.: nega- 
tive torque and causing worm gear 40 to begin the un- 

43 winding operation. Motor 48 causes the antenna to un- 
reel at a constant predetermined rate to achieve the despin 
desired. 

As the antenna wires are unreeled, damping tube 7 
is permitted to move outwardly since it is no longer re- 

50 strained in its retracted position by tip weights 50 on 
the antenna. As best seen in FIGURE 3, damping tube 
74 is provided on its inner end with guide and ajignment 
means 78, 80 which rides along the guide tube inner 
surface 72 and is stopped in its extended position by 

55 abutment against the inner end of %washer 68. Since the 
damping tube is positioned on the wires in the area of 
maximum bending, it achieves the highest energy dissi- 
pation rate with a minimum mass. 

Although any material having a relatively high energy 
60 dissipation rate is suitable as a damping tube, it has 

been found that tetrafluoroethylene gives excellent re- 
sults in both increasing energy dissipation and in permit- 
ting smoothness of action. The telescoping feature qf 
the damping tubes accomplishes a very important func- 

o:, tion in addition to maintaining minimum dimensions of 
the satellite body 10 (and consequently the protective 
shroud or cover prior to injection), this function being 
to reduce to a minimum the starting load on release ma- 
tor 48. This is possible hecause the masses of the damp; 

70 ing tubes 74, antenna wires 26 and antenna tip weights 
50 constitute, under acceleration, a force which exceeds 
the inertial and static friction resistance of spool 28 to 
turning. 

The extension of antenna wires 26 at a controlled rate 

5 

25 shroud 12. 

30 

shown) by rclease motor 48. Obviously,-on activation i s  serves a tw~fold  purpose, as briefly mentioned above, 
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in that it efTects satellite despin during the extension 
pcrod due to the controlled change in the moment of 
inertia of the body. Such controlled antenna extension 
rate thus permits spin rate stabilization to the desired 
rate as well as effective damping of nutational motion, j 
both results being achieved substantially without addi- 
tional cost, weight, mechanism or mechanical systems. 

Unreeling of the antcnna wires 26 is terminated at 
the proper point by a cut-off mechanism or switching 
device 76 activated by depth gauge 82 (shown sche- ," 
matically in FIGURE 2) which continuously monitors said nutation. 
the depth of wire 26 remaining in the spool groove 34. 
When the groove depth indicates that the proper amount 
of wire has been extended, release motor 48 is stopped. satellite; 
Simultancously, the transmitter (not shown) is switched 15 
from a dummy load to the turnstile antenna system. (1) a portion secured to said spool means whereby 

It is obvious that means other than that enumerated said member can be reeled around said spool 
could be used for extending the antenna wires, or for mean, and 
locking them in their retracted position prior to use, the (2) an end extendable outwardly from said satel- 
particular system shown and described being by way of 20 lite; and 
example only as a proven and highly efficient means. (c) means associated with said flexible member for 

It must also be apparent that any antenna wire 26 creating resistance to bending at the point cf greatest 
having the desired characteristics could be employed. flexure whereby bending of said member and said 
But by way of example, it has been found that an en- means, induced by nutation of said satellite, absorbs 
tenna wire of 0.085 inch outside diameter comprising 23 energy from said body to thereby dampen said 
a tuisted Fiberglas core of 0.035 inch outside diameter, nutation. 
95% covered by braided silverplated copper wire to give 4. A device for stabilizing a spinning satellite body 
a diameter of 0.053 inch, with a final covering jacket according to claim 3 wherein said flexible members are 
of extruded tetrafluoroethylene of 0.016 inch wall thick- antenna wires. 
ness to complete the configuration gives excellent re- 30 5. A device for stabilizing a spinning satellite body 
sults. It has been found that this construction obtains according to claim 3 wherein said means associated with 
optiniuni capacity for mechanical enegy dissipation and said flexible members comprises a Teflon tube surrounding 
thus affords maximum damping with usable wire size, said flexible member at the point at which said member 
gives a wire wifh high resistance to bending fatigue, is extendable outwardly from said satellite body. 
good creep and excellent electronic capabilities. 6. A device for stabilizing a spinning satellite body 

The only restriction on configuration of the satellite comprising: 
is that the moment of inertia about the spin axis must be (a)  spool means rotatably secured to the body of said 
larger than the moment of inertia about any other axis. 
Within this limitation, it may take any configuration. (b) a plurality of flexible antenna wires having 

Thus, it is readily apparent that a highly efficient, 40 
simple, lightweight and economical means has been de- 
vised to serve a twofold purpose as a telemetry receiving 
and transmitting means and as a satellite stabilizer which 
acts as a despin means and nutation damper, Such a 
device is of utmost importance in the sophisticated, highly 43 
complex devices in use at the present time and for the 
future. This has been dcne without any basic increase 
in weight, bulk, cost or complexity. 

(1) a portion secured to said rotatable means where- 
by said member can be reeled around said rotata- 
ble means, and 

(2) an end extendable outwardly f r o b  said satellite; 
and 

(c) means associated with said flexible member for 
creating resistance to bending at the point of greatest 
flexure whereby bending of said member and said 
means, induced by nutation of said satellite body, 
absorbs energy from said body to  thereby dampen 

3. A device for stabilizing a spinning body comprising: 
(a )  spool means rotatably secured to the body of said 

(b) a plurality of flexible members each having 

;;,j 

satellite; 

(1) a portion secured to said spool means wher-by 
said wires can be reeled around said spool means, 
and 

(2)  an end extending outwardly from said satellite; 
and 

(c) a Teflon tube surrounding said wires at the p h t  
at which said wires extend outwardly from said s:jtel- 
lite body whereby bending of said wires and Teflon 
tube, induced by nutation of said satellite, absorbs 

What is claimed is: energy from said body to thereby dampen said 
1. A method for damping nutation in a spinning satel- 60 nutation. 

(a)  extending a flexible member outwardly from the 
body of the satellite to thereby effect a change in 
the moment of inertia of the body serving to slow 
the rate of spin; 

(b holding a portion of the flexible member affixed to 
the body of the satellite; and 

(c) placing a member having resistance to bending at 
the point of greatest flexure of said flexible member 
whereby as said satellite nutates the flexible member 
and member having resistance to bending will flex, 
removing energy from the satellite to thereby dampen 
the nutation. 

2. A device for stabilizing a spinning satellite body 

(a) means rotatably secured to the body of said satel- 

(b) a flexible member having 

. 

lite body comprising: 
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